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How Listeners Compensate for Disfluencies in Spontaneous Speech

Susan E. Brennan

State University of New York at Stony Brook

and

Michael F. Schober

New School for Social Research

Listeners often encounter disfluencies (likeuhsand repairs) in spontaneous speech. How is comprehension
affected? In four experiments, listeners followed fluent and disfluent instructions to select an object on a graphical
display. Disfluent instructions included mid-word interruptions (Move to the yel- purple square), mid-word
interruptions with fillers (Move to the yel- uh, purple square), and between-word interruptions (Move to the
yellow- purple square). Relative to the target color word, listeners selected the target object more quickly, and no
less accurately, after hearing mid-word interruptions with fillers than after hearing comparable fluent utterances
as well as utterances that replaced disfluencies with pauses of equal length. Hearing less misleading information
before the interruption site led listeners to make fewer errors, and fillers allowed for more time after the interrup-
tion for listeners to cancel misleading information. The information available in disfluencies can help listeners
compensate for disruptions and delays in spontaneous utterances.© 2001 Academic Press
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Spontaneous human speech is notoriously
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disfluent. Speakers hesitate, interrupt themse
mid-phrase or mid-word, repeat or replace words,
abandon phrases to start afresh, and season
talk with expressions like um, uh, or, I mean,
and oh. A conservative estimate (excludin
silent hesitations) for the rate of disfluencies
spontaneous speech is 6 words per 100 (
Tree, 1995). A similar rate of 5.97 per 1
words was found in a corpus of speech 
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and strangers, about familiar and unfamiliar to
ics (Bortfeld, Leon, Bloom, Schober, & Bren
nan, in press). Disfluency rates may be ev
higher in certain content domains (Schacht
Christenfeld, Ravina, & Bilous, 1991), althoug
they appear to be lower in speech directed
machines (Oviatt, 1995).

Disfluent speech poses a continuation prob-
lem for listeners (Levelt, 1989), who must ed
out disfluencies in order to make sense of spe
ers’ utterances. Consider a hypothetical liste
who hears Call Don Harw- I mean, Harrison.
Recovering a fluent version requires determ
ing that there is a problem with the utteranc
what the problem is, and how to repair it (i
cluding how far to back up to replace correct
information); to do this, the parser must identi
three adjoining intervals, the reparandum, the
edit interval, and the repair interval(see Levelt,
1983; Nakatani & Hirschberg, 1994). Th
reparandum contains fluent speech up until 
interruption site, where the speaker leaves o
speaking fluently. In the case of an overt er
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SPEECH DISFLUENCIE

repair, this interval contains material that t
speaker finds problematic (in our examp
Harw- ). The edit interval begins at the interru
tion site and ends with the onset of the rep
(here, I meanserves as an editing expression
explicit comment that the speaker has made
error; Hockett, 1967; Levelt, 1989). The rep
interval may or may not retrace material fro
the reparandum (in our simple example, the 
pair Harrison does not include any
retracing). Determining these intervals is no
trivial task, as developers of machine spee
recognition systems have discovered (Core
Schubert, 1999; Nakatani & Hirschberg, 199
Shriberg, Bear, & Dowding, 1992).

Evidence about how people process spon
neous speech (with all its natural disfluencies
scant, as most studies of human speech com
hension have focused on fluent, idealized ut
ances. The tacit assumptions of these stu
seem to be that (1) disfluencies uniformly pr
ent obstacles to comprehension and (2) disflu
cies need to be excluded in order to study co
prehension in its “purest” form. We questio
both of these assumptions. Regarding the 
assumption, some disfluencies may actua
present information that listeners can use to h
compensate for what might otherwise hind
processing, as we discuss shortly. As H. H. Cl
(1994, 1996) has argued, people have a num
of resources for managing the process as we
the content of conversation. That is, not only 
they produce and interpret utterances that 
dress the main purposes at hand, but they 
duce informative secondary (or paralinguist
signals about the utterances themselves.

As for the second assumption, studyi
comprehension under normal “noisy” cond
tions should be just as important as studying i
“pure” conditions. As Fox Tree (1995) has note
many current approaches to parsing the str
ture and interpreting the meaning of incomi
utterances are built on data about sanitized
terances and cannot handle disfluencies at
Successful comprehension of spontaneous, 
fluent speech is particularly intriguing given th
fact that much of the time, listeners don’t exp

rience disfluencies as disruptive, and when th
do detect disfluencies, they have trouble cate
 AND COMPREHENSION 275
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rizing or locating them precisely (see Bond 
Small, 1984; Cooper, Tye-Murray, & Nelson
1987; Ferber, 1991; Fromkin, 1973; Lave
1973; Martin & Strange, 1968; Tent & Clark
1980). Instead, listeners make the appropria
parsing decisions, solve the continuation pro
lem, and interpret speakers’ intentions witho
much apparent difficulty. In the studies that fo
low, we examine how disfluencies, ubiquitou
g
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form comprehension processes.

HOW MIGHT SPEECH DISFLUENCIES
INFORM COMPREHENSION?

As many speech production studies ha
shown (e.g., Dell, 1986; Fromkin, 1973; Ga
rett, 1975; Levelt, 1989; Smith & Clark, 1993
spontaneous speech is systematically shaped
the problems speakers encounter while pla
ning messages, retrieving lexical items, and 
ticulating a speech plan. For instance, analy
of corpora show that interruptions are usua
located very close to the word that is the sou
of the trouble, since speakers monitor the
speech closely and tend to interrupt themselv
just as soon as they detect trouble (Levelt, 19
Nooteboom, 1980; although see Blackmer 
Mitton, 1991, who argue that when interruption
are followed immediately by repairs, the troub
must have been detected before the interr
tion). If the problem is detected after a trouble-
some word has already been uttered, the spe
is somewhat more likely to finish the curre
word (but not the current phrase) before sto
ping to repair it (Levelt, 1983, 1989). Leve
found that when an interruption occurs mi
word, the problem is with the interrupted wor
itself (Levelt, 1983, 1989); so an interrupte
word may signal what a speaker does notmean.

Another systematicity within speech disfluen
cies is in the occasional use of editing expre
sions likeI mean, sorry, or that is. Sixty-two per-
cent of the repairs in Levelt’s (1983) corpus o
spontaneous task-oriented utterances includ
some type of editing expression. The most com
mon of these waser (corresponding to what
many American English speakers pronounce
uh), occurring in 30% of repairs.Er seemed to

o-mark those repairs made very early; the most
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frequent use ofer in Levelt’s corpus was in
covert repairs (that is,er filled a hesitation in
which no problematic word was actual
uttered). Often,erwas used immediately after a
interruption, as inLeft- er- right in front of me
(Levelt, 1989, p. 484), and its use declined as
interruption occurred further away from th
source of the problem. In other words,er was
more likely to be used the earlier a problem w
detected.

While linguists and psycholinguists have co
sidered disfluencies largely from a producti
standpoint, computational linguists have cons
ered them from a recognition standpoint, oft
with the goal of improving machine recognitio
of spontaneous speech. This work has focuse
characterizing disfluencies in speech corpo
identifying potential cues that disfluencies ha
occurred, identifying repairs and reparanda, a
comparing the performance of algorithms bas
on various combinations of cues. Hindle (198
for instance, originally suggested that an “e
signal” serves as a cue that fluent speech has
interrupted. Although no evidence for a sing
such cue has been found (Bear, Dowding,
Shriberg, 1992; Lickley & Bard, 1998; Nakata
& Hirschberg, 1994), several corpus studies ha
foundcombinationsof cues that could be used b
algorithms to identify disfluencies and repa
with reasonable success (Bear, Dowding,
Shriberg, 1992; Nakatani & Hirschberg, 199
Shriberg et al., 1992; Shriberg, 1999). The
potential cues include word or syllable lengthe
ing, interrupted words, glottalization, laryngea
ization, silent pauses in the edit interval, fille
and other editing expressions, and increa
stress on a repair word versus a reparandum w

Our question is how human listeners cope
with disfluent input. A handful of linguists an
psycholinguists have looked at disfluenc
from the listener’s point of view, proposin
that cues such as interruptions, hesitations, 
prosody in spontaneous speech may help lis
ers solve the continuation problem and that p
haps listeners can infer speakers’ intentions
exploiting regularities in the distributions o
types of speech errors. Lickley and Bard (19

used a word gating paradigm (increasing t
length of utterances one word at a time wh
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playing them over and over to listeners) to d
cover how much information is necessary f
detecting disfluency. They found that near
80% of the disfluencies in their corpus we
detectable (rated “disfluent” or “maybe disflu
ent”) at the first word gate in a repair, som
times even before lexical access of that wo
had occurred. Fox Tree’s (1995) studies of l
teners in Dutch and English demonstrated t
while some fresh starts slowed word-monitori
performance, repetitions did not. Brennan a
Williams’ (1993) studies, using as stimuli spo
taneous answers to general knowledge qu
tions, showed that listeners were able to u
the information available in pauses of vario
lengths and in fillers (um and uh) vs silent
pauses to correctly judge how confident t
speakers were in their answers to the questio
And in a study of synthesized speech played
listeners, pauses before repairs and stress
repair words led to judgments of higher com
prehensibility and helped listeners initiate re
etitions of the disfluent utterances mo
quickly (Howell & Young, 1991).

While these studies represent first steps 
ward discovering how listeners use the info
mation in spontaneous disfluent speech, 
tasks (gating and judging if disfluencies we
present, monitoring for words, rating answe
choosing which of two disfluent utterance
with and without a particular feature was mo
comprehensible, and repeating a fluent vers
of a just-heard disfluent utterance) differ fro
what listeners do when they hear spontane
speech. One goal of the present studies wa
examine the processing of disfluencies in
comprehension task that is closer to what p
ple do in everyday language use.

If the forms of some disfluencies bear use
information, there should be situations in whi
a target word in a disfluent utterance is mo
quickly comprehended (without loss of acc
racy) than in a comparable utterance in wh
the disfluency, or one of its features, is abse
Consider a situation in which there are two o
jects mutually known to a speaker and a liste
(say, the purple mugand the yellow mug). If the
speaker begins to name one and then stops
ilenames the other (hand me the pur- uh, yellow
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mug), the interruption (pur- uh), which displays
what the speaker did not intend (purple), might
tip the listener off early as to what the spea
does intend (yellow). In this situation the lis
tener may be faster to recognize the speak
intentions to refer to a target object in a disflu
utterance than in a comparable, more fluent
terance (for instance, hand me the <pause> ye
low mug).

For the studies that follow, we set up just su
a situation: Listeners tried to pick out a uniq
referent on a display in response to fluent a
disfluent versions of the same utterances. T
heard disfluent utterances spontaneously p
duced by one speaker, likeMove to the orange
purple circle or Move to the pur- uh, yellow
square, and we measured their comprehens
by seeing how quickly and accurately th
could press a key corresponding to the tar
square. We used spontaneously produced dis
encies because of the possibility that artificia
created or performed ones would sound unna
ral (Fox Tree, 1995). Listeners also heard th
kinds of relatively fluent comparison utterance
The most obvious comparison is with (1) spo
taneous fluent utterances by the same spea
as inMove to the yellow square. Because such
fluent utterance may differ from a disflue
utterance in prosody or other uncontrolled ch
acteristics, we also created (2) disfluenc
excised controls in which the disfluency (in th
case,pur- uh) was electronically excised from
copy of the disfluent utterance and the rema
ing parts “zipped up” to createMove to the
yellow square. Because both the fluent and di
fluency-excised utterances are shorter in du
tion than the disfluent utterances, we also c
ated (3) controls in which the disfluency w
removed from a copy of the utterance and
placed with a pause of equal length, as inMove to
the <pause> yellow square. Any comprehen-
sion difference for a disfluency may be due
the form of the disfluency or it could be due sim
ply to timing. The disfluency-replaced-by-pau
controls thus provide the most stringent comp
ison because they hold time constant. These
the disfluency-excised controls have the ad

tional advantage that they vary disfluen
within the same token of an utterance.

n-
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In Experiments 1 and 2 we examine tw
hypotheses (not mutually exclusive) about ho
certain features of disfluencies may support 
repair process in comprehension such that 
net effects of disfluencies are not harmfu
Hypothesis 1 is that mid-word interruption
(like yell- orange) are better signals than be
tween-word interruptions (like yellow- orange)
that a word was produced in error and that t
speaker intends to replace it. This follows Le
elt’s (1989, p. 481) proposal that “by interrup
ing a word, a speaker signals to the addres
that that word is an error. If a word is complete
the speaker intends the listener to interpret it
correctly delivered.” Hypothesis 2 is that inte
ruptions marked by the filler uh (like yell- uh
orange) are better error signals than interru
tions without uh (like yell- orange). This fol-
lows Levelt’s (1989, p. 481) proposal that an e
iting expression like er or uh may “warn the
addressee that the current message is to be
placed.” These two hypotheses are not in com
tition; they simply specify two kinds of feature
that may help in monitoring and repair.

The logic of our studies, then, is that certa
cues in disfluent speech may be informative
listeners (as opposed to being simply noise to
filtered out). If so, then there should be faster a
no less accurate comprehension of target wo
following disfluencies than target words in utte
ances in which these cues are absent. On 
other hand, if disfluencies lack compensato
features, then listeners should choose targ
more slowly and less accurately after disflue
utterances than after the controls. If Hypothesi
is correct, mid-word interruptions should facil
tate comprehension more (or harm compreh
sion less) than between-word interruptions. 
Hypothesis 2 is correct, interruptions marked 
uh should facilitate comprehension more (
harm comprehension less) than those that are 
Experiment 1 compares response times and e
rates for three types of disfluent utterances
three types of edited and natural controls in a lo
ically constrained context, in which listene
select objects from two-object referent array
Experiment 2 decreases the informativeness
the disfluency by increasing the number of pote

tial referents. Experiment 3 examines whether
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the disfluency advantage found in Experiment
and 2 is due to the phonological or temporal ch
acteristics of fillers, and Experiment 4 examin

the effect when an interruption does not alwa
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COLLECTION OF SPONTANEOUS FLUENT
AND DISFLUENT UTTERANCES FOR

EXPERIMENTS 1–4

We began by collecting a database of spon
neous utterances to use as stimuli. A volunt
who was a male native speaker of English a
naive to our purposes produced the utteranc
He viewed a series of simple computer displa
of geometric objects (orange, yellow, purpl
red, green, and blue squares and circles) sh
three at a time and arranged horizontally on 
screen against a white background. After a d
play of three objects appeared, there was an 
enting tone and one object was highlighted. T
speaker’s task was to say out loud: Move to the
<highlighted object>. Between trials, the scree
was blank. After 10 practice trials, the speak
described 150 displays in each of three sessio

Meanwhile, the experimenter who had i
structed the speaker sat at a similar display
the same room and carried out his instructio
by moving her cursor to the target object (n
ther could see the other’s display). She int
acted freely with the speaker (e.g., by sayi
“okay” when she had moved). This minim
feedback proved necessary in order to el
spontaneous and natural-sounding utteran
from the speaker. (In our pilot attempts to co
lect instructions with no addressee prese
speakers appeared to fall into a routine and p
duced utterances with the mechanical-sound
intonation characteristic of reading a list.)

We elicited disfluent utterances using a pr
cedure modified from van Wijk and Kempe
(1987). Our speaker was aware that the hi
light might jump to another object and was i
structed to update his instructions in those ca
as quickly as he could. In about two-fifths of th
trials, the highlight suddenly jumped to anoth
object, and the rest of the time it remained 
the same object. When the highlight remain
the same, about one-third of the time it flicker

slightly (as if it might jump). Meanwhile, a sec
D SCHOBER
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ond experimenter monitored the speaker’s utte
ances in another room and controlled the timin
of the highlights using a remote keyboard a
tached to the speaker’s computer in order 
elicit disfluencies and self-corrections from th
speaker. The speaker was unaware of the pr
ence of the second experimenter until he w
debriefed. The second experimenter hit a k
during each trial, usually while the speaker wa
speaking, which sometimes made the highlig
jump to another object. The speaker produc
disfluencies or self-corrections in about 34% 
the trials. These were produced not only 
response to the changing highlight, but als
apparently because of interference; the displa
appeared in rapid succession and were quite s
ilar. About three-quarters of the displays in
volved objects with two-syllable colors (yellow,
purple, or orange) to increase the likelihood of
the speaker interrupting himself mid-word.

Since our goal in this project was to study th
effects of disfluencies upon listeners, we us
only one speaker so that listeners would not ne
to calibrate to different voices (see Nygaar
Sommers, & Pisoni, 1994) and so that their ta
would be less unnatural than if they had seve
(virtual) partners.

Stimuli

The audiotapes of fluent and disfluent spont
neous utterances were transcribed and check
The utterances were then digitized using Sign
lyze for the Macintosh. Those that mentione
objects with two-syllable colors (yellow, purple
or orange) were categorized as (1) 27 mid-wo
interruptions followed immediately by replace
ment of a color word, such as Move to the yel-
purple square; (2) 12 mid-word interruptions
followed by uh and then the replacement of 
color word, such as Move to the yel- uh, purple
circle; (3) 30 between-word interruptions fol-
lowed immediately by replacement of colo
words, such as Move to the yellow- purple
square; (4) 195 fluent utterances; and (5) other
utterances, which included all directions that d
not fall into the first four categories. These co
sisted of restarts that involved repeating parts
phrases, such as Move to the yel- to the purple

-square, as well as utterances with more than one
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restart or with a restart of the shape word, as
Move to the yel- orange cir- square. Fluent and
disfluent utterances involving one-syllable col
words (red, green, and blue) were not cate
rized or used. Both authors and a research as
tant categorized the utterances. Disfluent utt
ances from the three disfluency categories t
had been difficult to categorize or that were a
sociated with any background noise were elim
nated from further consideration. This left 14 b
tween-word interruptions, 14 mid-word inte
ruptions, and 6 mid-word interruptions wit
fillers, for a total of 34 Naturally Disfluentutter-
ances. These served both as the critical stim
and as the basis for the digitally edited contro
Two involved the speaker’s replacing yellow
with orange, 12 orange with yellow, 8 yellow
with purple, 5 purplewith yellow, 5 orangewith
purple, and 3 purple with orange. We chose a
total of 68 utterances from the 195 fluent utt
ances to serve as fillers and as natural contr
These Fluent utterances were chosen random
but such that their color words were in rough
the same relative proportions as the second (
get) color words in the Naturally Disfluent utte
ances (there were 12 orange, 24 purple, and
yellow objects mentioned in the Fluent control

In order to vary fluency within utterances, w
made digital copies of each of the 34 spon
neous disfluencies and used SoundEdit Pro
the Macintosh to edit them. For each disfluen
we created a Disfluency-replaced-by-pausever-
sion by replacing the first color word (and an
filler associated with it) with a silent pause 
equal length. The silent pause contained 
same ambient room sound as the material it w
replacing. Recall that the purpose of these ite
was to enable us to examine whether an in
rupted word is more informative about 
speaker’s intention than a silent pause. In ad
tion, we created a Disfluency-excisedversion by
removing the interrupted color word and an
associated filler, shortening the utterance by
equal amount (exactly equal to the length of t
pause inserted into the Disfluency-replaced-b
pause version and with the same edit points)

Finally, for each utterance, a reference po

for the target color word was determined usi
SoundEdit Pro so that response latencies r

rds
 AND COMPREHENSION 279
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tive to the onsets of the target word could be c
culated. These points were located as precis
as possible at the earliest point where inform
tion about the onset of the target color wo
(yellow, purple, or orange) was available. For
each trio based on the same utterance (Natur
Disfluent, Disfluency-excised, and Disfluenc
replaced-by-pause), the reference points w
exactly the same with respect to the target co
word, since the members of a trio were bas
on the same spontaneously disfluent utteran
Reference points for the onsets of each of the
Fluentcontrols were measured independently

In all, the main set of stimulus utterances co
sisted of 34 spontaneously disfluent utteranc
34 edited Disfluency-replaced-by-pause v
sions, 34 edited Disfluency-excised version
and 68 spontaneous Fluent utterances, for a t
of 170 utterances. So one-fifth of the items co
tained an overt lexical disfluency and four-fifth
did not. Since each utterance (e.g., move to the
orange square) consisted of 5–6 words (coun
ing the word fragments in the disfluencies), th
amounts to a disfluency rate of less than 4 
100 words (less than Fox Tree’s, 1995, a
Bortfeld et al.’s, in press, estimated rate of a
proximately 6 disfluencies per 100 words
Three-fifths of the utterances in the set we
spontaneously produced and two-fifths we
digitally edited. In Experiments 1 and 2, only
utterances (< 4% of all utterances) containe
fillers; in Experiments 3 and 4, only 12 and 1
respectively, contained fillers (< 7%).

All the disfluent utterances had their interru
tion sites within or immediately following the
word to be repaired. These sorts of disfluenc
are relatively frequent in spontaneous spee
for instance, 69% of the interruption sites 
Levelt’s (1983) corpus occurred within (18%
or immediately after (51%) problem words. In
terrupted words appear to be even more co
mon in repairs of speech directed at machin
(Bear et al., 1992, found 60% of repairs in th
corpus contained word fragments, and Nakat
& Hirschberg, 1994, found 73%).

Prosodic Characteristics of the Stimuli

Pitch accents increase the prominence of wo

ela-in speech; they can convey that something is new
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Mean (naturally disfluent) 102.8 122.0
rather than given or that it contrasts with oth
information mentioned in an utterance (Pierr
humbert & Hirschberg, 1990). Repair word
that supply new semantic content are stres
(with a higher F0) relative to the words they ar
correcting (Bear et al., 1992; Howell & Young
1991; Levelt & Cutler, 1983; O’Shaughness
1992; Shriberg et al., 1992), while repeat
words are not (Bear et al., 1992; O’Shaughnes
1992). To characterize our stimuli, we measur
F0 peaks on each color word (see Table 1). T
get color words in Naturally Disfluent utter
ances had higher F0s than those in Fluent utte
ances, t(100) = 8.04, p < .001. And in the
Naturally Disfluent utterances, the F0 of (target)
color words in repairs averaged 19.2 Hz high
than the F0 of color words in reparanda, t(34) =
9.47, p < .001. This difference was consiste
for all three types of disfluencies. There was 
difference in F0 between the first (reparandum
color words in Naturally Disfluent utterance
and those in Fluent utterances.

Ratings of Edited and Nonedited Stimuli

Before presenting the stimuli to listeners
instructions to follow in a comprehension tas
we needed to determine whether listeners co
hear the electronic edit points in the edited co
trols. We also wanted to determine whether t
Disfluency-excised and Fluent utterances we
perceptually distinguishable (since lexically an
syntactically they were exactly the same). Sixte

undergraduate Stony Brook students (11 wom
and 7 men) listened to the set of 170 utteranc
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and judged the degree to which they sounded n
ural or electronically edited. The students, nati
speakers of English, volunteered in exchange
research credit in a psychology course.

Each utterance was played once in a differ
random order for each listener, using SuperL
on a Macintosh computer. After each utteran
listeners took as much time as necessary
make a rating on a 7-point scale where the 
endpoint was labeled (1) Edited, the midpoint
was labeled (4) ????, and the right endpoint wa
labeled (7) Natural. Listeners participated alon
and made their ratings using the top row 
number keys (1–7) on the keyboard. Particu
care was taken to instruct listeners about w
meant by Natural and Edited, with the instruc-
tions: “Some of the utterances will be playe
naturally, that is, exactly as the speaker spo
them, and others have been electronically 
ited, that is, changed using the computer aft
ward.” Since we wanted to know whether th
electronic edit points were detectable, we nee
listeners to judge whether utterances sounde
if they had been edited electronically as op-
posed to whether the speaker himself correc
(or “edited”) them as he was speaking. Me
naturalness ratings were calculated on a scal
1 (edited) to 7 (natural).

Ratings are shown in Table 2. There was 
evidence that listeners were able to detect 
electronic edits. Disfluency-replaced-by-pau
utterances were rated as no more edited t
Naturally Disfluent (nonedited) utterances, t1(15)
= .67, ns; t2(33) = 1.21, ns. This suggests tha
Disfluency-replaced-by-pause utterances are
propriate controls for testing the effects of t
presence and absence of a disfluency within 
same utterance. Although they were word
identically, Fluent and Disfluency-excised utte
ances were not rated alike by listeners; Fluen
utterances were rated as more natural than D
fluency-excised ones, t1(15) = 5.04, p < .001;
t2(100) = 14.90, p < .001. Disfluency-excised
utterances may have sounded less natural 
cause of interrupted intonation contours (as o
posed to any audible edits).

Even though none of the Naturally Disflue
utterances contained electronic edits, mid-wo
280 BRENNAN AN

TABLE 1

Stimuli: F0 of Color Words (in Hertz)

Reparandum Target 
Stimuli color word color word

Fluent instructions 104.0

Naturally disfluent 
instructions

Between-word 102.8 125.1

Mid-word 101.3 117.6

Mid-word w/filler 102.8 124.7
esinterruptions with fillers were rated as less
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Mean 3.97 3.80 3.75 5.63
edited/more natural than the other two typ
considered together, planned comparison, F1(1,
15) = 9.53, p < .007; t2(31) = 4.69, p < .001.
Fluent utterances were rated as only sligh
(.77) more natural than mid-word interruption
with fillers, significant by items but not by sub
jects, t1(15) = 1.28, p = .22; t2(72) = 4.28, p <
.001.

Disfluency-replaced-by-pause utterances 
pear to be the most appropriate edited control
Naturally Disfluent utterances for three reaso
they vary disfluency within items, there are ide
tical F0s and delays before the target words
with Naturally Disfluent utterances, and bo
these types of utterances were judged as equ
electronically nonedited. However, we include
the Disfluency-excised and Fluent utteranc
as additional controls in case the pauses wit
Disfluency-replaced-by-pause controls had a
detrimental effects on comprehension. Neith
Disfluency-excised nor Fluent controls had a
lexical disfluency or hesitation; target words 
Disfluency-excised utterances had higher F0s
SPEECH DISFLUENCIES AND COMPREHENSION 281

TABLE 2

Stimuli: Ratings of Edited and Nonedited Instructions (1 = Edited,7 = Natural)

Disfluency type Naturally disfluent Disfluency-replaced-by-pause Disfluency-excised Flu

Between-word (n = 14) 3.88 3.80 3.75

Mid-word (n = 14) 3.67 3.62 3.50

Mid-word w/filler (n = 6) 4.86 4.22 4.23
than those in Fluent utterances, while Flue
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told that they should press the correct key as
utterances were judged as less edited.

EXPERIMENT 1

Methods

Participants. The participants were 50 unde
graduate students (37 women and 13 men) fr
the State University of New York at Stony Broo
who volunteered in exchange for research cre
in a psychology class. None had participated
generating or rating the stimuli, and all iden
fied themselves as native speakers of Eng
(those who were bilingual had learned Engli

before the age of 8). Data from 5 students wh
es

tly
s
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p-
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produced a large total number of errors (placin
them distinctly outside the distribution of th
other participants) were replaced. Those r
placed made errors approximately 2SDs (or
more) above the mean of the others. One ad
tional student was replaced for not followin
instructions.

Design and stimuli. Each listener heard the
same set of Naturally Disfluent, Disfluency
replaced-by-pause, Disfluency-excised, and F
ent utterances (two of the 68 Fluent contro
were omitted due to a programming error). S
approximately 80% of the utterances contain
no lexical disfluency. Of the 20% that did, 1
contained between-word interruptions befo
the repair, 14 contained a mid-word interru
tion, and 6 contained a mid-word interruptio
and a filler. There were two versions of th
experiment (A and B) for counterbalancing pu
poses; if the target object for an utterance a
peared on the left-hand side in List A, it a
peared on the right in List B and vice versa. H
the listeners received each list.

Procedure. Stimuli were presented on a Mac
intosh Quadra computer by the SuperLab p
gram and a Sony speaker. Two keys on the k
board were used for input. Participants viewed
series of displays of pairs of geometric objec
(either two squares or two circles) arranged h
izontally on the screen; with each display, th
heard an utterance instructing them about
target object. They were instructed to press 
key on the same side as the object intended
the target by the speaker. When a key w
pressed, the object corresponding to that k
was highlighted on the screen. Listeners we
oquickly as possible, and if they pressed the
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Mean 666 (.13) 675 (.02) 708 (.02) 719 (.02)

lly
cy-
rgets

a
ht.
wrong one, they should then press the corr
one as quickly as possible (and that the next t
would not begin until they pressed the corre
one). One second after the correct key w
pressed, the next trial began. Half of the tim
the target object appeared on the right and h
on the left. After 15 practice trials, the 170 e
perimental and control trials began, appearing
a different random order for each listener. L
teners were told to respond as quickly and
accurately as possible.

Responses and response times were colle
for each trial. Time was measured from t
start of each utterance until the correct key w
pressed. Response times were then calcula
relative to the correct target color words b
subtracting the time of onset of the target co
word (established earlier in order to provide
reference point) from the response time for th
trial. Response times from trials in which r
sponses were incorrect or times were grea
than approximately 3 SDs from the mean (1400
ms) were discarded.

Results and Discussion

For this experiment and the ones that follo
we first computed a difference score for ea
item within which disfluency was varied (via a
edited and intact version of the same token). 
did this by subtracting the item’s Naturall
Disfluent response time from its Disfluenc
replaced-by-pause response time whenever b
responses were correct. These difference sc
represent a disfluency advantagewhenever they
were positive-that is, when the presence o

disfluency led to faster response than its a
sence (in the form of a pause of equal length)
ect
rial
ct
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alf,
x-
 in
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as 
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the same utterance. We examined these dif
ence scores using a repeated-measures ANO
whose factors were disfluency type (betwe
word interruption, mid-word interruption, an
mid-word interruption with filler) and side o
the target object.1 Planned comparisons wer
used to examine the impact of the interrupt
point (between vs mid-word) as well as the i
pact of the filler (mid-word interruptions with v
without fillers). The same planned comparisio
were used to examine error rates in an additio
repeated-measures ANOVA comparing the th
kinds of disfluency types. An additional ANOV
was used to compare responses for Natur
Disfluent utterances to those for nonedited F
ent controls. Table 3 shows response times 
error rates for each type of utterance.

Hypothesis 1 predicted a comprehension a
vantage for target words after mid-word vers
between-word interruptions. This hypothes
was supported by a difference in error rate
mid-word interruptions without fillers led to
lower error rates than between-word interru
tions,F1(1, 49)= 17.67,p < .001;t2(31)= 3.35,
p = .002. Interrupting the reparandum mid-wo
prevented listeners from committing them
selves to the wrong interpretation. Howeve
Hypothesis 1 was not supported by the r
sponse-time difference scores: those for tar

1 Target side did not affect response times for Natura
Disfluent, Disfluency-replaced-by-pause, and Disfluen
excised utterances. For Fluent utterances, right-side ta
were 30 ms slower than left-side targets, F1(1, 49) = 20.00,
p < .001, F2(1, 65) = 15.69, p < .001. This may be due to 
tendency for listeners to scan the display from left to rig
282 BRENNAN AND SCHOBER

TABLE 3

Experiment 1 (Two-Object Displays): Response Times in Milliseconds from Onset of Target Color Word 
(Error Rates in Parentheses)

Disfluency type Naturally disfluent Disfluency-replaced-by-pause Disfluency-excised Flue

Between-word 682 (.19) 667 (.02) 702 (.02)

Mid-word 673 (.11) 675 (.03) 707 (.01)

Mid-word w/filler 617 (.05) 695 (.03) 726 (.02)
 in
Since side was counterbalanced across the two versions of
the experiment, we do not report it further.
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SPEECH DISFLUENCIE

words after between-word interruptions we
no different (15 ms slower than Disfluency-r
placed-by-pause controls) than those for tar
words after mid-word interruptions (2 ms fast
than Disfluency-replaced-by-pause contro
planned comparison,F1(1, 48)= .03,ns, t2(31)
= .20,ns.

As for Hypothesis 2, which predicted th
marking interrupted words with fillers would b
helpful, there was a clear response time dis
ency advantage. Difference scores for mid-w
interruptions with fillers (78 ms) were high
than those without (2 ms), supporting the id
that fillers may signal the replacement of an 
terrupted word, planned comparison, F1(1, 48) =
15.76, p < .001; t2(31) = 3.75, p = .001. This re-
sponse-time advantage is particularly intere
ing because it occurred with relatively little co
in accuracy: Listeners were inaccurate only 
of the time after mid-word interruptions mark
with fillers, much less than with mid-word inte
ruptions not so marked, F1(1, 49) = 13.53, p =
.001; t2(31) = 2.05, p < .05, and at a rate onl
marginally higher than after Fluent utteranc
F1(1, 49) = 3.47, p < .07; t2(96) = 1.62, ns. The
implication is that while disfluent utterances c
be misleading, those with fillers are less so.

Listeners chose correct targets after Natur
Disfluent utterances 53 ms faster than after F
ent ones, F1(1, 49) = 20.83, p < .001; F2(1, 98) =
13.63, p < .001. Responses to all three types
disfluent utterances were significantly fas
than responses to Fluent utterances (betw
word interruptions vs Fluent utterances, F1(1,
48) = 12.80, p = .001; t2(96) = 1.95, p < .07;
mid-word vs Fluent, F1(1, 48) = 12.67, p =
.001; t2(96) = 2.43, p < .02; mid-word with filler
vs Fluent, F1(1, 48) = 38.12, p < .001; t2(96) =
3.58, p = .001. Although listeners must wa
longer to hear the target color word in a disfl
ent utterance than in a fluent utterance, th
speeded response to the target word in a 
fluent utterance partially compensates for t
delay. As for accuracy, listeners responded
less accurately to mid-word interruptions w
fillers than to Fluent utterances. However, th
did respond less accurately to both of the ot
types of disfluencies than to Fluent utteran

[between-word interruptions vs Fluent utte
 AND COMPREHENSION 283
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ances, F1(1, 49) = 36.27, p < .001; t2(96) =
15.05, p < .001, and mid-word interruptions v
Fluent utterances, F1(1, 49) = 24.66, p < .001;
t2(96) = 8.28, p < .001].

That responding toorangeafter a between-
word interruption likeyellow- orangecould be
faster than responding toorangein a Fluent utter-
ance seems surprising at first. This advanta
could be due to the target color word in a Nat
rally Disfluent utterance receiving contrastiv
stress relative to thefirst colorword (as inMove to
the yellow- ORANGE square) (see Cutler, 1983;
Levelt & Cutler, 1983; Shriberg et al., 1992)
Converging support for this possibility come
from the finding of marginally speeded respon
times for Disfluency-excised over Fluent utte
ances (different by subjects but not by items
F1(1, 49)= 4.07,p< .05;F2(1, 98)= .80,ns.

Overall, responses to Fluent, Disfluenc
excised, and Disfluency-replaced-by-pause utt
ances were equally (and highly) accurate; none
these utterances contained unintended color w
information that could have caused interference
false alarms in the task. The response time me
in Table 3 show the same pattern of differenc
among the three types of disfluencies for bo
Disfluency-excised and Disfluency-replaced-b
pause controls. That the times for Disfluency-
placed-by-pause controls were no longer than 
Disfluency-excised controls suggests that sile
pauses may not be harmful to comprehension 
consider pauses further in Experiments 3 and 4

These results show that that some features
disfluencies enable listeners to partially com
pensate for any potential disruption or delay 
comprehension. When a speaker interrupts
unintended word rather than completing it b
fore repairing it, this disadvantages the listen
less. And when the speaker marks the interru
tion with a filler, the listener is not only mor
accurate but also faster to recognize the corr
target word than when the speaker does not
so. These results support speculations by Cl
(1994, 1996) and Levelt (1989) that a wo
fragment lets listeners know that the speake
having difficulty with that word.

Experiment 1 used a logically constraine
context in which there were only two objects t
r-choose from. Interruptions may have signaled to
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listeners that the speaker was having trouble w
a word or, more specifically, that he or she me
to cancel that word. With only two possibilitie
if one is cancelled, then the other is certain. Ne
we examined the disfluency effect in a conte

where knowing that a word is troublesome
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slow response times (>1600 ms,∼ 3 SDs from the
somewhat less informative.

EXPERIMENT 2

In Experiment 2, we expanded the set of po
sible referents to reduce the information val
of the disfluencies: Listeners chose from thr
objects rather than two. With three objec
when the speaker interrupts himself withyell-
uh, orange, the information in the reparandum
(yell- uh) may signal an intent to cancelyellow,
but if it does, this no longer uniquely dete
mines which of the other two objects th
speaker must mean. So if the disfluency adv
tage in Experiment 1 depended entirely on
inference enabled by the unusual logical co
straints of the context, then the response ti
advantage should be eliminated with three o
jects. On the other hand, if an advantage s
occurs (perhaps in attenuated form,from having
to choose among three objects rather than tw
this supports the idea that a disfluency can
comprehension by signaling what a speaker
having trouble with.

Methods

Participants. Fifty native speakers of Englis
(31 women and 19 men) volunteered to part
pate in exchange for research credit in an in
ductory undergraduate psychology course. N
had participated previously. One additional su
Mean 765 (.05)
D SCHOBER
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ties and another was replaced for making a la
number of errors (> 2 SDs above the mean).

Design, stimuli, and procedure. Experiment
2 used the same software, hardware, and stim
as described earlier (68 Fluent utterances a
34 Naturally Disfluent utterances matched to 3
Disfluency-replaced-by-pause and 34 Disflu
ency-excised versions). The procedure, utte
ances, and practice trials were the same as th
in Experiment 1, with the following minor differ-
ences: Listeners were told that if they pressed t
wrong key, they would hear a sound (rather tha
getting a visual highlight as in Experiment 1) an
that the next trial would begin automatically
shortly after they made their selection. The im
portant difference from Experiment 1 was tha
each visual display showed three rather than tw
objects (either an orange, a purple, and a yello
square or an orange, a purple, and a yellow circ
arranged horizontally in varying order). To crea
the three-object displays, we modified the di
plays from Experiment 1 by adding a third (irrel
evant) object to the same position (left, middle, o
right) on both the List A and List B displays for a
particular utterance so that for all Naturally Dis
fluent items, when the object mentioned in th
reparandum appeared to the left of the obje
mentioned in the repair in one list, it appeared
the right in the other. Irrelevant objects appear
equally often in the left, middle, and right posi
tions. Each listener experienced the trials
either List A or List B in a different random order
For input, listeners used both index fingers an
the middle finger of their dominant hand, poise
over three adjacent keys. Incorrect or extreme
nt
ject was replaced because of technical difficul-mean) were discarded.

TABLE 4

Experiment 2 (Three-Object Displays): Response Times in Milliseconds from Onset of Target Color Word 
(Error Rates in Parentheses)

Disfluency type Naturally disfluent Disfluency-replaced-by-pause Disfluency-excised Flue

Between-word 781 (.08) 743 (.01) 762 (.02)

Mid-word 761 (.04) 749 (.01) 751 (.01)

Mid-word w/filler 741 (.01) 769 (.00) 789 (.02)
750 (.01) 762 (.02) 786 (.01)
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SPEECH DISFLUENCIE

Results and Discussion

Response times along with error rates
shown in Table 4. Listeners were noticeab
slower to choose a referent out of a set of th
than out of a set of two; response times for F
ent utterances were 67 ms slower than in Exp
iment 1. Although listeners received the sa
instructions to try to be both fast and accurate
both experiments, three-object displays p
sented a harder task than did two-object d
plays, and this seems to have made listen
trade off speed for accuracy. Experiment 2’s l
teners took longer to respond but got more tri
correct, making on average 3.5 errors to Expe
ment 1’s 7.3.

As before, we compared within-item response-
time difference scores (Disfluency-replaced-b
pause minus Naturally Disfluent) to test for
relative advantage for mid-word as opposed
between-word interruptions (Hypothesis 1). J
as before, there was no difference, planned c
trast,F1(1, 49)= 2.27,ns, t2(31)= .91,ns, but as
before, listeners were more accurate after m
word than between-word interruptions,F1(1,
49) = 12.43,p < .001, t2(31) = 2.33, p < .05.
Once again, difference scores for mid-word

terruptions with fillers were greater than thos

FIG. 1. Disfluency advantage (Disfluency-replac
the three kinds of disfluencies in Experiments 1 and
 AND COMPREHENSION 285
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without (Hypothesis 2), planned contrast,F1(1,
49) = 15.32,p < .001,t2(31)= 2.39,p < .05. As
before, this response-time disfluency advanta
incurred little cost in accuracy; errors were les
common with mid-word interruptions with
fillers than without (by subjects but not by
items),F1(1, 49)= 5.62,p = .02; t2(31) = .97,
ns. In fact, errors occurred no more often to u
terances with fillers than to Fluent utterance
(1% of which incurred errors),F1(1, 49)= 0.05,
ns; t2(98) = .14, ns. So listeners responded to
target words faster and more accurately aft
mid-word interruptions marked with fillers than
those not so marked, and this disfluency adva
tage for response times did not occur for b
tween-word interruptions or mid-word interrup
tions not marked withuh. This pattern of results
across the three types of disfluencies is t
same as that for two-object displays.

The important difference between respons
to two- and three-object displays is that th
whole pattern of difference scores shifted dow
ward with three objects (see Fig. 1). The diffe
ence score for utterances with fillers was on
28 ms (down from 78 ms in Experiment 1), rel
ably different from zero by subjects but not b

eitems, F1(1, 49) = 8.86, p = .005; F2(1, 5) =
ed-by-pause minus Naturally Disfluent response times) for
 2.
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2.71, p = .161, ns. That the filler’s value as a cu
is attenuated but not eliminated when listen
choose between three objects as opposed to
suggests that knowing what word the speake
having trouble with helps listeners cancel t
effect of hearing the unintended word.

Although listeners balanced speed and ac
racy somewhat differently with three- than wi
two-object displays, making fewer errors wi
three-object displays, the pattern of erro
remained the same. Mid-word interruptio
with fillers were the only kind of disfluency wit
an error rate as low as that of Fluent utteranc
Listeners were less accurate after between-w
interruptions than after Fluent utterances, F1(1,
49) = 29.62, p < .001; t2(98) = 7.74, p < .001.
They were also less accurate after mid-word
terruptions than after Fluent utterances, F1(1,
49) = 10.74, p < .005; t2(98) = 2.84, p < .01.

As before, stress (in the form of elevatedF0)
appeared to contribute to response times. L
teners responded to target words in Disfluen
excised utterances 24 ms faster than in Flu
ones, planned contrast,F1(1, 49) = 14.11,
p < .001;F2(1, 98)= 2.82,p < .10. Target side
had no effect.

Apart from the finding that increasing the s
of possible referents attenuated the disflue
advantage for mid-word interruptions, the p
terns of response time and error data para
those in Experiment 1. When listeners m
choose from a set of three rather than two 
jects, the advantage of an interruption mark
with uh is attenuated, but not eradicated. The
sponse time advantage for the disfluency m
diminish because the information value of t
cue is lower, because it takes longer to cho
from three alternatives than two, or for both re
sons. Whether the disfluency is marked with
filler still contributes strongly to the error rate
responses to utterances containing mid-word

terruptions marked with uhwere just as accurat

en-

-
ar-
 a
re-
ve

speakers of English. Data from 3 students who
as responses to Fluent utterances.

EXPERIMENT 3

So far, listeners’ responses to target co
words after mid-word interruptions marked b
fillers have been faster than when these disflu

cies were absent (in both Disfluency-replace
D SCHOBER
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by-pause and naturally Fluent utterances). Wh
is still unclear is why. What features of the utte
ance are responsible for the speeded respon
and lower error rates, and what is the underlyin
process that takes advantage of these featur
The disfluency advantage could be due to t
phonological form of the filler alone; certain
fillers could heighten listeners’ vigilance to a
upcoming target word (Fox Tree, 1993). If so
then a version minus the interrupted word an
containing only the filler should be processe
just as quickly as the nonedited Naturally Dis
fluent versions and faster than the Disfluenc
replaced-by-pause versions. Alternatively, th
response time advantage could be due to
phonological form of the fillerin combination
with the interrupted word. If the filler acts as a
editing expression signaling that an interrupte
word is being cancelled, then the Naturally Dis
fluent utterances should be processed faster t
versions in which either the interrupted wordor
the filler are edited out. Finally, the advantag
could be due to the extra time that elapses d
ing the filler, together with the information
about the cancelled target word in the repara
dum. If this last hypothesis is true, then a sign
that a word is to be replaced may help on
when there is sufficient time to process su
information; whether the interrupted word i
followed by a filler or a silent pause of equiva
lent length should make no difference. Exper
ment 3 teased apart these three possibilities.

Although listeners in Experiments 1 and 
were instructed to respond quickly, they som
times waited until well after the end of th
utterance before responding. Since we were 
terested in the incremental effects of disflue
cies, Experiment 3 encouraged listeners to 
spond more quickly by placing a modera
deadline on their responses.

Methods

Participants. Forty-eight undergraduate psy
chology students (25 women and 23 men) p
ticipated in exchange for research credit in
psychology course. None had participated p
viously, and all identified themselves as nati
d-produced a large total number of errors and time-
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Note.Utterances are aligned to symbolize relative time elapsed. Vertical bars show location of electronic edits and hori-
outs (placing them distinctly outside the distrib
tion of the other participants) were replac
Those replaced made errors and timeouts 
proximately 2 SDs (or more) above the mean.

Design and stimuli. Experiment 3 used th
same stimuli as the previous experiments p
12 additional items (see Table 5) that we
edited from duplicates of the 6 Naturally Disfl
ent mid-word interruptions with fillers for a tot
of 182 stimuli. Six of the new items had the fil
replaced with a pause of equal length (Fill
removed items), and 6 had the interrupted w
replaced with a pause of equal length (Wo
removed items). All displays consisted of tw
objects as in Experiment 1, and these were co
terbalanced for target side using two versions
the displays as before.

Procedure. The same software, hardware, a
input method were used as in the previo
experiments. When listeners did not respo
within 1000 ms after the onset of the targ
word, the trial timed out and a “too slow” me
sage appeared before the next trial procee
automatically.

Results and Discussion

The critical comparisons for Experiment
were those that contrasted features of the dis
encies within utterances, using four versions
each mid-word interruption with filler: Natu

zontal lines show relative extent of silent pauses.
rally Disfluent, Filler-removed, Word-removed
and Disfluency-replaced-by-pause. Correct
u-
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sponse times to these four versions (as oppo
to difference scores, which represent a comp
son between only two versions) were compar
in an ANOVA that included display side, with
planned comparisons to test for relative cont
bution of fillers and mid-word interruptions. Th
results were clear: With respect to both respon
times (Fig. 2) and error rates, Filler-remove
items were similar to Naturally Disfluent (non
edited) items and Word-removed items we
similar to Disfluency-replaced-by-pause item
Listeners responded about 80 ms more slowly
utterances in which mid-word interruptions we
replaced by silent pauses (leaving only the fille
than to the nonedited versions,F1(1, 47)= 25.11,
p < .001;F2(1, 5)= 64.92,p < .001. And listeners
responded just as quickly to utterances that k
the interrupted word but replaced the filler with
silent pause as they did to the nonedited versio
F1(1, 47)= .004,ns, F2(1, 5)= .036,ns. While
removing the filler from Naturally Disfluen
utterances did not harm response times, the p
ence of the filler in the Word-removed utteranc
led to faster response times than the Disfluen
replaced-by-pause versions by subjects but
by items,F1(1, 47)= 4.16,p < .05; F2(1, 5) =
2.86,p = .15. So it appears that some remodeli
is in order for Levelt’s (1989) original idea that
filler may be an informative cue, at least in o
task situation. The facilitating aspect of a fille
SPEECH DISFLUENCIES AND COMPREHENSION 287

TABLE 5

Intervals of Interest in the Stimuli for Experiments 3 and 4

Stimuli Reparandum Edit interval Repair (target)

1. Disfluent Move to the ye- uh, orange square

2. Filler-removed Move to the ye- |---| orange square

3. Word-removed Move to the |---| uh, orange squar

4. Disfluency-replaced-
by-pause Move to the |--- ---| orange square

Target

5. Disfluency-excised Move to the | orange square

6. Fluent Move to the orange square
,
re-
after a mid-word interruption appears to benot
the phonological form of the filler, but the extra
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FIG. 2. Effects of interrupted words and fillers in Experiments 3 and 4.
time that elapses after the interruption, while t
filler is being produced.

Error rates, which were extremely low for a
four versions of the mid-word interruptions wit
fillers, were lowest when misleading informa
tion in the form of interrupted color words wa
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and Naturally Disfluent versions, F1(1, 47) =
5.96, p < .02; F2(1, 5) = 18.95, p < .01. Dis-
fluency-replaced-by-pause and Word-remov
versions, the two versions with no misleadin
color information, had equally low error rate
F1(1, 47) = .02, ns; F2(1, 5) = .00, ns. And re-
moving the filler from Naturally Disfluent ver
sions made no difference, planned comparis
F1(1, 47) = .20, ns; F2(1, 5) = .43, ns. Error rates
and response times are displayed in Table 6.

Difference scores (Disfluency-replaced-b
pause minus Naturally Disfluent response time
showed the same pattern as in Experiments
and 2. Difference scores for mid-word interrup
tions were no higher than for between-word in
terruptions,F1(1, 47)= 1.74, ns; t2(31) = .64,
ns. As before, mid-word interruptions led to
fewer errors than did between-word interrup
tions (by subjects but not by items),F1(1, 47)=
8.21,p = .006; t2(31) = 1.62,p < .116. Differ-
ence scores for mid-word interruptions wit
fillers were higher than for those without,F1(1,
47) = 20.82,p < .001; t2(31) = 3.36,p = .002.
As before, there was no penalty to the disfl
ency advantage in response times: Mid-word i
terruptions with fillers led to fewer errors tha
BRENNAN AND SCHOBER
removed, planned comparison of Word-remov

TABLE 6

Experiments 3 and 4 (Two-Object Displays): Respons
Times in Milliseconds from Onset of Target Color Word

(Error Rates in Parentheses)

Stimuli Experiment 3 Experiment 4

Fluent 628 (.01) 612 (.01)
Naturally Disfluent

Replaced color words
Between-word 525 (.14) 532 (.19)
Mid-word 541 (.09) 539 (.09)
Mid-word w/filler 490 (.03) 498 (.02)

Repeated Color Words 548 (.03)
Disfluent edited

Filler-removed 489 (.03) 473 (.03)
Word-removed 571 (.00) 574 (.02)
Both word and filler 595 (.00) 589 (.02)

removed
(Disfluency-
did those without fillers (by subjects but not by
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items), F1(1, 47) = 10.14, p = .003; t2(31) =
1.48,p = .148.

However, under moderate time pressure, 
teners made more use of the information
disfluencies: Difference scores were positi
not only for the mid-word interruptions wit
fillers, but for the other two types of disfluen
cies as well (unlike in Experiments 1 and 2
So this time, listeners responded more quic
to Naturally Disfluent between- and mid-wo
interruptions (without fillers) such as Move to
the purple- orange squarethan they did to the
Disfluency-replaced-by-pause versions of 
same utterances such as Move to the <pause>
orange square. Figure 3 shows that while th
relative pattern of difference scores for the th
types of disfluencies remained the same ac
Experiments 1, 2, and 3, the difference sco
shifted upward with the earlier responses 
Experiment 3. If we assume that recognition
the (highly predictable) color word in the repa
took well under 200 ms (see Marslen-Wilson
Tyler, 1981) and the key press another 200 
then this places the listener’s decision po
after the color word in the repair (mean respo
times ranged from nearly 500 ms in Experime

3 to the high 700s in Experiment 2). So by t
time listeners made their decisions, they had h

 a

FIG. 3. Disfluency advanta
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ample evidence that the reparandum word 
word fragment was being cancelled from bo
the semantic and the prosodic contrasts betw
the repair and reparandum. Those under mod
ate time pressure (Experiment 3) benefited mo
from hearing cues in the disfluencies than tho
under less time pressure (Experiments 1 and
In the Disfluency-replaced-by-pause and Wor
removed versions, without a good account f
the hesitation before the target word, listene
could tell only that the speaker may have h
some (covert) trouble.

So far, we have found that error rates are lo
est for utterances with no misleading color wo
information, next lowest for those containin
mid-word interruptions marked by a filler, nex
lowest for those not so marked, and finall
highest for between-word interruptions. How
ever, we have not yet distinguished two comp
ing explanations for this effect: Are the lowe
error rates for mid-word interruptions (com
pared to between-word interruptions) due 
having a discrete cue in the form of the inte
rupted word, or are they simply due to hearin
less information that is misleading-a continu
ously varying cue?

To address this question, we conducted

adpost hoc analysis of the stimuli. We measured
ge for Experiments 1, 2, and 3.
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the lengths of two intervals of interest: t
reparandum and the editing interval (or de
before the repair). The reparandum in a dis
ent utterance began with the onset of the unin-
tended color word and ended with the interru
tion site. Mean reparandum lengths avera
328, 276, and 175 ms for between-word, m
word, and mid-word interruptions with fillers
respectively. The editing interval began with t
interruption site and ended with the onset of 
intended color word (corresponding to the beg
ning of the repair); this averaged 71, 94, and 
ms for between-word, mid-word, and mid-wo
interruptions with fillers, respectively.2 For each
disfluent utterance, we computed correlatio
between each of these two intervals and the 
dependent measures of interest: mean error
and mean response time difference score (Dis
ency-replaced-by-pause minus Naturally Disfl
ent) for each disfluent utterance in Experimen
To determine whether any reliable associati
were carried solely by the items with fille
(which, after all, yielded the largest effects), 
computed each correlation both with and wi
out the six filler items.

Error rates were correlated with the leng
of the reparanda (or amount of misleading 
formation), r(33) = .462, p < .001, but not with
the lengths of the edit intervals (or delay bef
repair), r(33) = −.305, ns. This is consisten
with the interpretation that listeners ma
fewer errors when they hear less misleading
formation rather than depend on an interrup

2 The lengths of these intervals fall within the range
those reported by Blackmer and Mitton (1991) for their c
pus of natural examples from talk-show conversatio
Their overt repairs had editing intervals that averaged 
ms but that were sometimes as short as 0 ms. In Nak
and Hirschberg’s (1994) corpus, edit intervals averaged
ms after word fragments and 481 after nonfragments
Lickley’s (1996) sample of 30 disfluent utterances, sil
pauses at the interruption site ranged from 34 to 1134
That the edit intervals after nonfragments in our stim
were so short suggests that the speaker in our limited
main did not need to take much time for replanning repa
For the purpose of algorithmically identifying pauses as
ciated with edit intervals, O’Shaughnessy (1992) propo

that these pauses should range from 80 to 400 ms; th
consistent with our edit intervals.
D SCHOBER
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word as a discrete cue. On the other hand, 
magnitude of disfluency advantages in r
sponse times was correlated with the lengths
the edit intervals, r(33) = .560, p < .001, but
not with the lengths of the reparanda, r(33) =
−.228, ns. So the longer the delay before the r
pair, the more hearing the information in th
disfluency may have speeded response tim
These results are not due simply to the m
word interruptions with fillers (which have
especially short reparanda and long editi
intervals); when those utterances are remov
from the correlations, the pattern is the sam
(although slightly attenuated). This evidenc
converges with our conclusion from the com
parison of Filler-removed vs Naturally Disflu
ent items: It is not the phonological form of th
filler that speeds recognition of the target col
-is
3.
ns

e
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s
-

e

e
n-
d

elapses during the filler.

EXPERIMENT 4

The disfluencies in Experiments 1–3 wer
100% informative that the color word before th
interruption would be replaced by another colo
word. But interrupted utterances can also b
continued with repeated material; an interrup
tion does not always signal that a word will b
cancelled. In a study of a spontaneous conver
tions during which pairs of speakers did a matc
ing task (Bortfeld et al., in press), the speake
interrupted themselves and then repeated (wi
out correcting) portions of their utterances fairl
frequently (1.47 times every 100 words) although
less often than interrupting themselves and r
placing reparanda with new material (1.94 time
every 100 words). When we elicited the disflu
encies for the current experiments, we had e
pected to collect many tokens of repetitions su
asMove to the yell- yellow square(in fact, that is
why we set up about one-fifth of our elicitation
trials so that the highlight of the object flickere
but then remained on the same object). But t
speaker in our corpus produced only seven i
stances of immediately repeated color word
not nearly enough to provide comparison toke
for our three types of interruptions (between

f
r-
s.
32
ani
89
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word, mid-word, and mid-word with filler).
 is
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SPEECH DISFLUENCIE

That the stimuli in Experiments 1–3 includ
no repetitions raises the possibility that t
speeded response times may have resulted 
some special strategy on the part of listeners. 
teners may have learned in our experiments 
interruptions always signaled replacement. If t
were the case, then reducing the informativen
of interruptions should make the disfluency a
vantage go away. Experiment 4 ruled this po
bility out by including some interruptions fo
lowed by repetitions.

Methods

Participants. Fifty Stony Brook undergradu
ate native speakers of English (29 women 
21 men) participated in exchange for resea
participation credit in their psychology cours
None had participated in any of the previo
experiments. Data from 7 students who p
duced a large total number of errors and tim
outs (2 SDs or more above the mean of t
other participants) were replaced.

Design, stimuli, and procedure. For the 
experiments so far, the informativeness of in
ruptions in the task context has remained 
same. In Experiments 1 and 2, of the 170 ex
imental trials and 15 practice trials, 37 (or 20
included reparanda containing all or part o
color word, and 100% of the time these cor
sponded to a change of color word in the rep
In Experiment 3, the percentage of replac
color words increased slightly, to 22%, due
the addition of six items with interrupted col
words for which the fillers were removed. It 
possible that listeners adjusted to this p
dictability and responded via an unnatural st
egy such as deciding what key to press be
they heard the repair. Of the seven tokens
utterances with repeated color words in o
database, one was a between-word interrup
four were mid-word interruptions, one was
mid-word interruption with a filler, and one wa
a mid-word interruption that recycled a sh
stretch of the previous utterance (Move to the
yel- to the yellow square). These were too varie
and too rare to use for controlled comparison
Experiment 4; however, we included them 
order to reduce the informativeness of interru

ing a color word. So the informativeness of i
 AND COMPREHENSION 291
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terruptions was reduced from 100 to 82%; th
is, about one time in seven, the speaker did not
cancel what was in the reparandum. Given o
corpus, this was the most by which we could 
duce the informativeness of interruptions wit
out resorting to electronically manufacturin
disfluent utterances. Note that, unlike the oth
disfluent utterances in which the color word
were repaired, the utterances with repea
color words did not have the target color wo
contrastively stressed; F0s were the same fo
the first and second color words, t(6) = 1.04, ns.

One of the seven utterances with a repea
color word was presented in the practice tria
so that listeners would be exposed at the ou
to the possibility that color words could b
repeated as well as replaced; the other six w
included among the experimental trials, pr
sented as before to listeners in different rand
orders. Apart from the seven new utteranc
Experiment 4 used the same stimuli, procedu
and analyses as Experiment 3.

Results and Discussion

Table 6 shows response times and error ra
Even though interrupting an utterance after 
within the color word no longer predicted tha
this word would be cancelled 100% of the tim
results were consistent with those in Expe
ment 3: Response times for filler-removed utte
ances were most similar to those for Natura
Disfluent utterances, and response times 
Word-removed utterances were most similar
those for Disfluency-replaced-by-pause utte
ances (see Fig. 2). As before, replacing the int
rupted word with a silent pause slowed respon
times, planned comparison, F1(1, 49) = 62.89, 
p < .001; F2(1, 5) = 107.99, p < .001. Once
again, it seems that it is not the phonologic
form of fillers that speeds processing; in fa
responses were slightly faster (but only marg
ally) after interrupted words when fillers ha
been replaced with pauses of equal leng
planned comparison, F1(1, 49) = 3.07, p = .09;
F2(1, 5) = 6.87, p < .05.

As before, error rates with utterances that 
cluded misleading interrupted color words (Na
n-fillers and Filler-removed utterances) were no
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different, planned comparison, F1(1, 49) = .23,
ns; F2(1, 5) = .31, ns. And utterances without mis
leading information (Word-removed and Disfl
ency-replaced-by-pause versions) were no 
ferent in either response times, F1(1, 49) = 2.74,
ns; F2(1, 5), ns, or error rates, F1(1, 49) = .53,
ns; F2(1, 5) = .60, ns. Unlike in Experiment 3,
however, there was no decrease in the (alre
quite low) error rate when the interrupted co
word was replaced with a pause, planned co
parison, F1(1, 49) = .04, ns; F2(1, 5) = .90, ns.
Finally, error rates for the nonedited versio
(mid-word interruptions with fillers) were no dif
ferent than for Fluent utterances, F1(1, 49) = .20,
ns; t(2) = .25, ns.

For the different types of nonedited disflue
utterances (between-word, mid-word, and m
word interruptions with fillers), response-tim
difference scores (Disfluency-replaced-by-pau
minus Naturally Disfluent response times) a
error rates followed the same pattern as in Exp
iments 1–3. Difference scores for between-wo
interruptions were the same as for mid-wo
interruptions without fillers,F1(1, 49)= .51,ns;
t2(31)= .59,ns. Mid-word interruptions incurred
fewer errors than did between-word interru
tions,F1(1, 49)= 35.25,p < .001;t2(31)= 2.97,
p < .01. Difference scores for mid-word inte
ruptions with fillers were higher than those with
out, F1(1, 49)= 17.56,p < .001; t2(31)= 3.26,
p = .003, and incurred fewer errors,F1(1, 49)=
29.98,p < .001;t2(31)= 1.68,p = .10. As in Ex-
periment 3, difference scores for all three typ
of disfluencies were positive. That is, listene
responded to target words in all Naturally Disfl
ent utterances more quickly than to target wor
in Disfluency-replaced-by-pause utterances.

As for the six trials with repeated color word
(or word fragments) that were included to bre
the perfect correlation between interruptions a
replacing words, listeners made errors only 
of the time. If listeners were treating an inte
rupted color word as a cue that the word wo
be replaced, then listeners should have m
more errors with repeated color words. The f
that this error rate was so low is consistent w
the proposal that the less misleading informat

in the reparandum, the less likely listeners are
choose the wrong object (utterances with repe
D SCHOBER
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tions contained disfluencies but no misleadi
color information). Correct responses to instru
tions with repeated color words were relative
fast, averaging 453 ms from the onset of the fi
color word (see Table 6). However, in 28 cas
(9.6%) the correct response came before the
onset of the final (repeated) color word, sugge
ing that in these cases listeners responded to
color word in the reparandum. In contrast, ea
correct responses were virtually nonexistent 
disfluent instructions in which color words wer
replaced (because the first color word wa
always incorrect). If we adjust the means for re
etitions by counting the 28 early responses 
incorrect, then correct response times wou
average 548 ms and error rates 13% (similar
the data for between- and mid-word interru
tions with replacements in Table 6). So ev
though instructions with repeated color word
were relatively rare in our stimuli compared 
those with replaced color words, they didn
appear to slow listeners down or lead the
astray any more than did disfluencies in whi
color words were replaced. This result sugge
that listeners did not adopt a strategy of simp
es
-
-

es
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-
ds
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itself that the word would be replaced.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Across all four experiments, listeners re
sponded to target words after disfluencies th
had long edit intervals (e.g., Move to the pur- uh
yellow square) faster than when disfluencies
were absent (e.g., Move to the yellow square,
with or without a silent pause before yellow).
This was true whether the display included tw
objects or three (with three objects, the disfl
ency advantage for utterances with fillers wa
attenuated but still reliably positive). Togethe
the results show that there is information in di
fluencies that partially compensates for any d
ruption in processing. This disfluency advantag
was even clearer when listeners were under ti
pressure (Experiments 3 and 4); they were a
able to use the information in disfluencies with
out fillers (with shorter edit intervals, e.g., Move
to the purple- yellow square) to respond faster
than when disfluencies were replaced by paus

ti-of equal length.
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In Experiments 1–4, regardless of how list
ers traded off speed and accuracy, the rela
pattern of error rates was the same (betwe
word interruptions led to more errors than m
word interruptions, which led to more erro
than mid-word interruptions with fillers). O
course, the reason measurable errors occurr
all was because our task required speaker
make a commitment; in more natural comp
hension settings, reaching the wrong interpr
tion seldom leads to an irrevocable comm
ment. For future work we are eager to use
online technique, such as eye tracking, tha
sensitive to the incremental decisions that 
made (as well as unmade or postponed) du
the interpretation of spontaneous speech.

From these data, we can construct an incip
account of how listeners are able to compen
for the disfluencies they hear in spontane
speech. We began with predictions inspired
some ideas of Levelt’s (1989); however, our d
support an account that is not as simple
expected. Hypothesis 1, that mid-word interr
tions should be easier for listeners to reco
from than between-word interruptions, was s
ported by the consistent pattern of error d
across all the experiments. However, the in
rupted word does not appear to act as a dis
cue; rather, the less misleading information 
teners hear, the less likely they are to mak
commitment to the wrong interpretation. Liste
ers responded equally quickly to the tar
(repair) word whether the preceding reparand
was interrupted mid- or between-word.

As for the idea that fillers may help listene
process disfluent speech (Hypothesis 2), lis
ers responded consistently fastest to target w
preceded by a mid-word interruption with a fill
Strikingly, these speeded responses incurre
error penalty; mid-word interruptions with fille
consistently led to fewer errors than did disfl
encies without fillers, and in fact error ra
were equal to or nearly as low as for Flu
items. But Experiments 3 and 4 showed q
clearly that it was not the phonological form
the filler that was driving the faster respon
and lower error rates, but the extra time t

elapsed during the filler before the repair. Wh
the time between the interrupted word a
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repair was held constant, whether or not the
was a filler in this interval made no difference 
response times or error rates. And when 
interrupted word was removed and the time 
terval before the repair was again held consta
it again made little difference whether a fille
preceded the repair. It appears, then, that wit
longer editing interval (allowing more time t
process the evidence that there is some troub
listeners are better able to process the repair 
select the correct target word more quickly.

As we mentioned before, disfluencies can
detected quite early-by the first word in a repa
(Lickley & Bard, 1992, 1998). But what is it tha
serves as a cue to a listener that there is a pr
lem with an utterance? Two pieces of eviden
suggest that our listeners did not conclude tha
word was necessarily being cancelled when
utterance was interrupted: First, even when t
referent array was constrained to two objec
the time course of listeners’ responses indica
that they waited to hear at least part of the rep
after the interruption and edit interval. Secon
responses to the utterances with repeated co
words (e.g.,Move to the yel- yellow square; Ex-
periment 4) indicate that an interruption b
itself did not signal the cancellation of the colo
word in the reparandum. If it had, then listene
should have made many errors after repetition
and they did not. The fact that replaced col
words received contrastive stress and repea
color words did not suggests that the cue tha
word was being cancelled may consist of
three-part combination: the presence of the
terruption,3 the semantic content of the materia
after the interruption (differing from that in the
reparandum), and the stress characteristics (w
F0 either elevated or not) of the color word i
the repair.

So we suggest an account that goes as 
lows: the parser monitors for an interruption 
fluent speech, which signals that the speake
having some difficulty. When the edit interval 

3 While we have not manipulated the presence of pho
logical cues to interruptions here, others have conside
them; for instance, Nakatani and Hirschberg (1994) fou
nd 
that 30% of interruption sites in their corpus were character-
ized by what they call interruption glottalization (p. 1608).
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long enough, this difficulty is confirmed. Whe
the following repair word is pronounced wi
the same stress as the reparandum word, a 
tition is signaled; on the other hand, when it h
greater stress, this helps the listener suppres
material the speaker means to cancel. When
interruption comes early enough, such as wit
the troublesome word, this helps prevent 
listener from committing him- or herself to th
wrong interpretation (as shown by the low
error rates after mid-word interruptions in 
four experiments). This could happen for tw
reasons: either the interrupted word is a re
tively poor cue for activating the (unintende
color word or the fact that this word is inte
rupted may help suppress any potential inter
ence that it may cause (leading to fewer inc
rect interpretations after interrupted words th
after completed words). The first possibil
seems somewhat unlikely; in our task, it sho
take very little information to activate (high
predictable) color words. The second possibi
seems more likely, particularly with the help 
contrastive stress on the repair word.

Our experiments raise as many questions
they answer; here are three. First, precisely w
is it that announces an interruption in flue
speech? The current studies say more ab
what the cues are not than about what they
What we know is that neither mid-word inte
ruptions nor the phonological forms of fillers a
as cues by themselves. The length of the edi
interval (which is longer when there is a fille
plays a significant role, as does the amount
misleading information that precedes the int
ruption site; contrastive vs parallel stress is
promising candidate as well. Future work shou
focus on the role of stress in repetitions and
placements (perhaps including edited examp
with appropriate and inappropriateF0s).

Second, by what mechanism does the in
mation available in disfluencies aid the pars
process? As Fox Tree suggested, it may be 
“listeners do not automatically enter a rep
mode when they hear an incongruity. If the 
congruity consists of words identical to som
thing just heard, the repair process is inact

The process may only begin when the inco
gruity consists of different words” (Fox Tree, 1995,

e
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p. 730). This idea is consistent with Lickley an
Bard’s (1996) finding that word recognition i
hindered for words in the reparandum before
fresh start, whereas word recognition is not hi
dered by repetition.

We propose that listeners continuously monit
spontaneous speech for cues that the speake
having trouble. After all, speakers monitor the
own internal speech prior to articulation, whic
enables them to make covert repairs; they c
also monitor what they say after they say it (Le
elt, 1983, 1989) at the same point at which li
teners have access to the utterance. Levelt (19
p. 50) proposed for speakers that “if some m
match is detected which surpasses certain cr
ria, the monitor makes the speaker aware of th
or in other words: An alarm signal is sent t
working memory. The speaker can then take a
tion on the information received.” Similarly, lis
teners may use a continuous monitoring proce
to detect problems in the speech they hear. U
like speakers, they don’t have access to the 
tention behind the utterance; however, they 
have access to the surface form and t
semantic-pragmatic context. They may be ab
to use paralinguistic cues such as the ones 
have considered as well as detectable incon
tencies with the structure of the ongoing parse
make repairs incrementally. As our data sho
the cues in a disfluency can help the listen
compensate for its potentially harmful effec
(such as any interference, misinterpretation, 
delay caused by having heard the unintend
information in a reparandum).

A third question is this: What are the effect
of other types of disfluencies on comprehe
sion? For this set of studies, we have limite
ourselves to looking at the informativeness o
mid-word interruptions with and without fillers
because we began with Levelt’s suggestio
and because we were able to collect sufficie
tokens of these types (we wanted to avoid cre
ing disfluent utterances by editing). We furthe
limited ourselves to tokens in which the repara
dum ended during or immediately after th
color word in order to gain as much control a
possible. However, speakers often back up fu
ther for their repairs, retracing material befor

the problem word, as inMove to the purp- to the
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orange square. The current findings would lead
us to predict that retracing part of a gramma
cal phrase before a problem word would esta
lish at least as much of a disfluency advanta
as the extra time that elapses during a filler.

Our finding of a disfluency advantage do
not suggest that it is better for speakers to 
disfluent than fluent. In absolute terms, comp
hending Naturally Disfluent utterances in the
entirety would not be faster than comprehen
ing Fluent utterances-recall that the respon
time advantages were relative only to the on
of the target color word. Since this word alwa
occurred later in Naturally Disfluent utteranc
than in Fluent utterances, and because Flu
utterances had lower error rates overall, fluen
is still desirable from a listener’s perspectiv
But certain features of disfluencies do appea
compensate for mishaps in speaking. That is,
earlier the speaker interrupts a reparandum,
better for the listener. And not only is pausin
a bit before a repair (in the editing interva
not harmful, but it buys time for the listener 
cancel the unintended part of the message.
course, these findings are not meant to be desider-
ata for speakers, for we have no evidence t
speakers make such choices deliberately.

We began with the observation that, althou
spontaneous speech contains many disfluenc
most studies of the comprehension of spoken l
guage ignore this fact and use only idealiz
constructed, or read utterances. We view the c
rent experiments, along with those of Fox Tr
(1993, 1995) and Lickley and Bard (1992, 199
as early steps in what is largely an uncharted 
ritory-the comprehension of spontaneous spee
Our experiments offer a methodological cont
bution which, we believe, has the dual benefits
increasing both control and validity for studies 
spoken language processing. In addition to b
ing stimuli on spontaneous (not read or p
formed) utterances, the approach we have ta
combines two additional elements: (1) digital e
iting to create two kinds of controls that vary di
fluency within utterances (in addition t
nonedited controls) and (2) a comprehension t
that, while logically constrained, approximat
something people do in ordinary language u

understanding references to objects.
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In conclusion, listeners make fewer commi
ments to an unintended word in a reparandu
when the utterance is interrupted earlier, wh
there is more time to cancel material in th
reparandum, and when the repair word’s stre
contrasts with the reparandum’s. That the info
mation available in disfluencies is useful is co
sistent with an incremental interpretation proce
that continually monitors, recognizes, and com
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spoken utterances.
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